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" O PARÂMETRO PRO-DROP E A AQU ISiÇÃO DE SEGUNDA Ll'NGUA" 

SONIA MARIA LAZZARINI CYRINo a 

ABSTRACf 

Within the Govemment and Binding theory (GB), it is assumed the man is equipped with some innate language structure, 
Universal Grammar (UG), which contains a set of unviolable principies plus some open parameters which are set by 
experience. One such universal principie is the Empty Category Principie (ECP), which states that an empty category must 
be properly govemed. There are some languages which seem to violate the ECP. These languages present some properties 
related to missing subjects, which are said to be part ofa parameter, the Pro-Drop Parameter. To overcome problems with the 
ECP, GB theory . explains the Pro-Drop Parameter as being one of the ways by which languages may vary-the variation 
being, in this case, with respect to the goveming relation of subject and verbo The child, equipped with UG and exposed to 
a language suçh as English, sets the parameter as to not allow (phonologically) null subjects. The parameter will be set 
differentfy if the child is exposed to a language that allows null subjects. An interesting question arises when we think about 
the L2 leamer. If L2 acquisition is a process similar to LI acquisition, we may assume the L2 leamer has some access to 
UG. My research investigates this questiono In the case of native speakers ofEnglish leaming Spanish (a Pro-Drop language), 
I hypothesized that: a) if the L2 learner has some access to UG, after being exposed to L2 data he will "know" there is an 
apparent violation of the ECP; b) acquisition of the Pro-Drop Parameter should imply the acquisition of the related cluster 
of properties. The subjects in this experiment were asked to give grammatical judgements to sentences containing the 
parameter properties. The results strongfy suggest the accessibility of UG for adult L2 leamers when one specific claim of 
the theory is considered. 

KEY WORDS: Linguistics; Second language acquisition; Sy ntax; Govemment and Binding theory. 

INTRODUCfION 

Within the framework of Govemment and Binding 
Theory, it is assumed that the human being is "equipped" 
with some innate language structure which enables him 
to leam his native language in a very short period of time. 
This innate language structure is referred to as UniveIsal 
Grammar (UG) (CHOMSKI, 1981 b). Within this theory, 
UG has the form of a parameterized system and contains 
a set of principies which holds universally. One such 
principie is, for example , X-theory, which determines the 
form of the phrase structure component. Another principie 
of UG, which we will be referring to in this paper, is the 
Empty Category Principie (ECP). The ECP states (in a 
general form) (CHOMSKI, 1981a): 

An empty category must be properly governed. 

Since these principIes hold universally, they may 
not be violated. In addition, each of theso-called principIes 

of UG has associated with it a set of "open parameters" , 
or, a set of possible values which express the limited range 
within which languages may vary. 

There are languagens like Spanish and Italian, which 
present empty categories apparent1y not properly govemed. 
These languages allow missing subjects in surface structure , 
which represent an "apparent" ECP violation. There fore, 
these languages have been called Null Subject (or Pro
Drop)l languages. 

The Pro-Drop Parameter is the parameter whose 
setting determines whether or not a language is a Null 
Subject language. This parameter has different fo rmulations 
in the current linguistic theory. Each formulation implies 
in the (Pro-Drop) language a cluster of properties which 
are treated as related to the way the parameter is set. The 
formulations differ among themselves on determining 
which constituents are that may properly govem the 
empty subject position, so as to avoid an ECP violation. 
One formulation of the Pro-Drop Parame ter proposes 
that the subject position is govemed by the agreement 

a. Departamento de Letras - CCH/UEL. 
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element on the verbo This fonnulation alIows for some 
properties of Pro-Drop languages to be treated as 
consequences of this same parameter setting. Missing 
subjects, fIee subject-verb inversion, that-trace phenomena 
are the properties most commonly said to be related to 
the Pro-Drop Parameter, under tlús formulation. 

Another formulation of the parameter proposes 
an &'affix-hoppíng~? type of rule that adjoins the agreement 
morpheme to the verb, whHe inserting the empty PRO, 
which is an ungovemed category by definition, in subject 
position. This mIe in Pro-Drop languages, the option 
of applying in the syntactic component, to the 
phonetic realization of forms, and reduces the 
related to the parameter to two, missing subjects 
and frce subject-verb inversion (CHOMSKY, 1981a). 

A third formulation proposes as the Pro-Drop Parameter 

(ungoverned) 
the 

to this in this 
of null subjects. 1he 
follows, in this analysis, from another 
is the possibility for the 
described above to apply in the 

the possibility for the element to be like the 

According to the theory. the will be set in 
accordance to the language the child i8 exposed Therefore, 
if a child, "equipped" with principIes of such as the 

is exposed to a language like he will set the 
parameter(s) so as to not allow nuU subjects OI ""A'''''\,,''

verb inversion. In addition, it is said lhat there are some 
triggering data that provoke the correct setting of the 
parameter. 

In this research, I was. concerned with the situation for 
adult second language learners, and I try to find out whether 
UG is stm accessible for those learners. In other words, 
is L2 acquisition a process similar to LI acquisition? 
One difference is obvious: languages vary with 
to the value set for a rertain parameter. Whcn lea.rnjlng 
first language, the child sets that value according to the 
language he is exposed to. Sut the adult has already set the 
value for the for bis LI. The question then, 
whether LI is carried over to L2 

one may postulate that the adult still has 
some to UG and will "reset" the once 
has sufficient to L2 data. Research on 

"",r'",ntl'll advanced by various scholars 
1984; 

tried to answer some of these QUestlOl1S 
acquisition of the 

hmlguage lear:ners, XhVl0othe!;ize,d 
and. L2 ha.ve different ""'''''''·'Jjff,«,ttl... 

the leamer, aftel' 
the parameter and~Nm 

apparent ECP violations. In 

vllilJ ~(,resee' 

what constitutes 
the learner will 

have some access to UG. In addition. acquisition of the 
Pro-Drop Parameter should imply the acquisition ofwhatever 
properties are related to the parameter(s). Since there is 
a as to what exactly the parameter is, I tested 
the three properties mentioned above and repeated here: 
mlssmg subjects, subject-verb inversion, IDat-trace 
phenomena. 

THE EXPERIMENT 

in the experiment were English (the 
leamers· ana (the leamers' The ""n"",,,,..,, 

were students at the University of USA, that is, adult 
of learning Spanish as second 

different leveIs: 
to the 

because it was a 
work (68%). In ú'1e intermediate group, 
Spanish both because likea and it 

was 23% were taking because 
was requirement and 30% because 1il~ed 
were interested in the In the advanced group~ 
the majority (87%) said taking Spanish because 

liked and/or were interested in the language. (These 
numbers were obtained fram the answers to the questionnaire 

to lhe stuldents 
The subjects were presented with a list Df sentences 

,md an answer sheet where they were to mark their decisions. 
There was a set of 10 <warm~up' sentences (sentenCI~S 
through J see Appendix) in addition to the list of the 
50 sentences of the The "warm-up' sentences 
consisted Df and 
sentences not related to the issue under investigation. The 
<warm-up~ sentences were used to make the SUIJlects 
knew what task was, The sentences in the eXípeI'ím.eni, 

sentences had the rOJIO\lVlrJ,Q 

tested. 

with 
All these sentences 

could be to 
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I visited the classes and presented the questionnaire 
to the students. They were told that I was interested in 
getting to know some facts about second language 
acquisitioRl all1d that they were to judge some sentences I 
was going to give them. They were to teU 'whether the 
sentence W!i.S 31 '6P'ossible" sentence in Sp3lJ1ish m: 
Hlmpossible" sentence in Spanish. The 
'P'ossible? wmdd correspond to the sentence 
possible fOI a native speaker of Spanish to say. In addition 
to that explanation, the subjects were 
of what 3\ 'Possible' and an 'Impossible' sentenee 'would 
be in English, and they were told they were supposed to 
give the same kind of judgement to sentences in '::)~)<!lm.srL 

The subjects were also told not to foeus on the 
or pronunciation of the sentenee but to consider its syntaxo 
To respond, they were to circle in their answer sheet the 
corresponding letter: P for Possible, I for Impossible and N 
for Not Sure. We went through the 'warm~up' sentences 
first and then, if there were no questions, we proceeded 
to the main body of sentences in the experiment. As 
each sentence was read by the experimenteI', the subjects 
repeated it and then made their judgements, marking 

thei1' response in the answer sheeto lhe took 
about 15 to 20 Rninutes to be With the contml 

that some of 
~XJ.d the otheIs 

expelrmH::l:1lt aí the same til:ne as theill 
V/em the insÜ'uctors of the classes jí was 

1'he contraI group 
Ie5:pOilldiea to 011 sentences withtOO% accurúlcy, as eXíOe(:'ielj. 

For the L2 leamers K wiU discuss the resuIts 
for the grammatical" anel 
sentence and then for the crucial sentcnces in the ,,",v "-,a;"-,,,,," '"j-

The group (50 the intennedüüe 
group (52 students) and the Cldvanced gwup 
seemed to have a dear idea of what is !.YV",HCHV 

i3 in Spanish as the and 
sentences. 'fables 1, 2 and 3 show the 

percentages of students giving the correct answer for the 
leveIs beginner, intermediate and advanced 
"Possible" is the correct answer for the 
sentences, and "Impossible" is the correct answer for the 
ungrammatical sentences. 

T ABLE 10 Grammatical VElo Ungrmnmatica1 Sentences 

GRAlVIMATICAL UNGRAMMATICAL 
=-~ 

~~::::~ "0_ p 

- -- = 

P ! N fi IN!~. 
Sentence Sen'i:enc9 

_ _ .c 
-~ -,-  " 

A 98 2 O B 26 54 20 
C 86 8 6 D 20 78 2 
G 98 2 O E 10 66 24 

58 24 18H F 12 84 4 
I 68 30 2 2 14 80 () 

44 40 16J 4 12 82 6 
1 94 4 2 7 O 98 2 
9 76 12 12 10 4 94 4 

16 80 18 2 12 74 24 2 
18 88 10 2 14 26 66 8 
21 100 O O 17 14 78 8 
25 94 4 2 19 16 78 6 
28 58 24 18 22 4 84 12 
31 94 6 O 27 32 64 4 
33 94 6 O 29 4 94 2 
36 98 O 2 34 32 52 16 
39 58 34 8 37 O 96 4 
43 86 14 O 41 26 60 14 
46 88 10 2 49 68 24 8 
48 96 4 O 
50 70 28 2 

AnswlJrs in per.centag9$' (Beginners, N = 50) 
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A 
C 
G 
H 
I 
J 
1 
9 

16 
18 
21 
25 
28 
31 
33 
36 
39 
43 
46 
48 
50 

GRAMMAT

98.07 
94.23 
98.07 
76.92 
84.61 
28.84 
96.15 
96.15 
92.30 
86.53 

100.00 
96.15 
86.53 
96.15 

100.00 
96.15 
88.46 
92.30 
80.76 
96.15 
98.07 

ICAL 

5.76 
1.92 

17.30 
13.46 
63.46 

3.84 
1.92 
5.76 
9.61 
O 
3.84 
9.61 
3.84 
O 
3.84 
9.61 
7.69 

19.23 
3.84 
1.92 

o 
O 

o 
1.92 
1.92 
3.84
O 
O 
3.84 
O 
O 
O 
1.92 
O 
O 
O 
O 

B 
D 

F 

7 
10 
12 
14 
1 

22 
27 
29 
34 
37 
41 
49 

lJf,:JGlí-tAMM}

iFl 

7.69 
3.84 
1.92 
O 

25.00 
'13.46 

7.69 
3.84 
O 

15.38 
O 

23.07 
O 

48.07 

,JnCAIL 

32.69 
94.23 
92.30 
96.15 
92.30 
94.23 
98.07 

100.00 
59.61 
78.84 
92.30 
96.15 

100.00 
82.69 

100.00 
73.07 
98.07 
51.92 
63.46 

o 
O 
1.92 
O 
O 

15.38 
7.64 

o 
O 
1.92 
O 
3.84 

o 
O 

Answers in percentages (lntermediate, N 

TABU! 3. Grammatical vs. Ungrammatica1 Sentences 

GRAMMATICAL UNGRAMMATICAL 

~ P I N ~ P I N 
Sentence Sentence 

A 97.43 O 2.56 B O 92.30 
C 97.43 2.56 O D O 94.87 5.12 
G 100.00 O O E O 94.87 5.12 
H 97.43 2.56 O F O 94.87 5.12 
I 100.00 O O 2 O 94.87 5.12 
J 12.82 82.05 5.12 4 2.56 92.30 5.12 
1 97.43 2.56 O 7 O 94.87 5.12 
9 74.35 25.64 O 10 O 94.87 5.12 

16 100.00 O O 12 20.51 76.92 2.56 
18 84.61 12.82 2.56 14 2.56 92.30 5.12 
21 100.00 O O 17 5.12 89.74 5.12 
25 100.00 O O 19 O 94.87 5.12 
28 94.87 2.56 2.56 22 2.56 92.30 5.12 
31 94.87 2.56 2.56 27 2.56 92.30 5.12 
33 100.00 O O 29 O 94.87 5.12 
36 100.00 O O 34 O 89.74 10.25 
39 9/.43 2.56 O 37 2.56 89.74 7.69 
43 87.17 12.82 O 41 30.76 58.97 10.25 
46 82.05 15.38 2.56 49 15.38 82.05 2.56 
48 94.87 2.56 2.56 
50 100.00 O O 

Answers in percentages (Advanced, N = 39) 
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For the crucial sentences, I had interesting results. 
For the missing subject type of sentence, the beginner 
group demonstrated they "know" Spanish may have 
phonologically null subjects. They showed good 
performance with sentences with missing subjects both 
in nonembedded and embedded clauses. Table 4 shows 
the percentanges for their answers to this type of sentencc. 
The answer 'P' is the correct answer. 

The intermediate group also performed well in the 
missing subject type of sentence. Table 5 shows the results 
in percentages. 

The advanced group (see Table 6) did well in the 
missing subject type Df sentence and it seems that they 
"know" there is no ECP violation in Spanish. Sentence 
24 even got 1000;6 acceptance, a very good result, considering 
this is the sentence in which the missing subject is in the 
embedded clause. 

For, the subject-verb inversion type, the results were 
not so clear cut. The beginner group did not do very 
well. Table 7 shows the percentages obtained for this 
kind of sentence (the conect answer is Some sentences 
containing intransitive verbs (sentences 8 and were 
better accepted than sentences containing transitive verbs. 
A chi-square test between lhe overall performance of the 
control group and the beginners group showed that oel~nners 
treated this type of sentence significantly than 
the control group ( 250 8! 60) = .98, P <0.00l). 
Another interesting observation is that in the 
beginner group also seemed to have difficulties 'with inversion 
in questions in Spanish. Although subject.,verb inversíon 
is a different mIe for questions (Torrego, 1 than is 
for 'free subject-verb inversion' in statements, the ,,,,I-I,i,,,,..'I-,, 

in the beginners group seem to have problems with both 
rules. The same was not true for the intermediate and 
advanced groups, who treated sentences 28 and 39 (of the 
grammatical set) with no difficulty. 

For the intermediate group, the picture for crucial 
sentences of the free subject-verb inversion type is the 
same as the beginners group, although leveIs of acceptance 
are higher for sentences 8, 30 and 35 and lower for 
38. TalHe 8 shows the results. 

T ABLE 4. Missing Sllbjects 

p~ a N 
Sentence 

5 88 10 2 
13 
24 
40 
45 I 

92 
84 
64 
88 

2 
14 
32 
12 

6 
2 
4 
o 

Answers in percentages (Beginn(IJrs, I\l 50) 

18-89, 1988 

TARLE 5. Missing Subjects 

5 82.69 9.61 

13 92.30 5.76 

24 94.23 5.76 

40 71.15 28.84 

45 88.46 9.61 


T ABLE 6. Missing Subjects 

fi 92.30 5.12 2.56 
97.43 O 


24 
 100.00 O O 
94.87 5.12 O 


45 
 94.87 2.56 O 

ili1l (fo\dvó'lll'lc€:ld p N =:: 39) 

8 56 24 20 
23 62 26 
30 26 68 6 
35 22 46 32 
38 34 50 '16 

liABLlE 8. Free SubjecVVerb inversion 

N 

8 61.53 38.46 O 

23 76.92 15.38 7.69 
30 44.23 50.00 5.76 
35 53.84 42.30 3.84 
38 25.00 67.30 7.69 

An$Wors in 1P0n:entages (lntermediate, N = 

TABLE 9. Free Subject~Verb inversion 

N 

8 84.61 15.38 O 
23 89.74 7.69 2.56 
30 66.66 30.76 2.56 
35 76.92 20.51 2.56 
38 56.41 35.89 7.69 

AnsvJt:lrs in percentages (Advanced, N 
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Here, acceptance for sentence 30 (transitive verb) is 
lower than acceptance for sentences and 3S (intransitive 
verbs). Sentence 38 also shows a low acceptance 
~monstrating that subject-verb in'lie'fsion presents a 
problem when in an ernbedded sentence. For this group, 
however, the is dearerwhen considering transitivity/ 
intransitivity of verbs involved in subject-verb inversion, 
and also embedding, as a problem. lt look.s like the learners 
accept subject-verb inversion, but not free subject-verb 
inversion. The ruie, for the learner, is restricted to 
constructions with intransitive verbs (and it may be that 
the choíce of verb is also crucial, for sentence 35 is the 
sentence with the lowest acceptance leveI for both the 
beginners and intermediate groups for the sentences 
presenting an intransitive 

The advanced group performed better than the other 
two groups, although the majority accepted this type 

of sentence, the numbers are not very for sentences 
30 and 38. Table 9 shows the results. 

The for the advanced group is even 
since they seem to accept subject-verb inversion 
but are not sure whether the ruIe 'applies across·the-bO::lrd. 

TABLE 10. 

The fact that sentences with intransitive verbs were, in 
gelleral, more accepted than sentences with a transitive 
verb and with the inversion in the embedded clause suggests 
that the leamers have not yet acquired the free subject-verb 
inversion rule as a whole. They seem to "known is 
possible to invert subject and verb in Spanish, but they 
do not yet "know" this is and the mIe applies 
PVI"TV'IJ.Thprp: in Spanish, 

The of sentence presented a problem aí 
alI leveIs. The three leveIs behaved alike wíth respect to 
wh"questions containing a complementizer que 
and the extracted from the embedded clause. 
Table 10 shows Lhe results in the three leveIs. The correct 
answer, is "P". 

As can be secn in Table an in teresting 
itself: beginners group seems to accept the 

sentences better than the other two . Another 
observation is th3.t i)UIJIYv~':> do not seem to, in majority, 
reject the sentences, but seem to be uncertain, as the 
percentages somewhat divided between "P" 
"}" 

~ Sentence 
P ! f\! ~ i i\! P i N 

3 40 34 26 28.84 57.69 13.46 28.20 58.97 1 
11 46 38 16 36.53 5"1.69 5.76 30.76 48.71 20.51 
20 50 26 24 36.53 51.69 5.76 38.46 48.71 12.82 
32 46 34 20 40.38 53.84 5.76 48.71 43.58 7.69 
42 42 36 22 40.38 48.07 11.53 48.71 41.02 10.25 

AnSW.,fS in percentages 
A - Beginners (N 50) 
B - Intermediats (1\1 = 52; 
C Advanced (N ::::; 39) 

TABLE 11. Ohject Extractions in all LeveIs 

A B 

~ Sentance 
P I N P I N P I 

6 82 14 4 92.30 3.84 3.84 89.74 10.25 O 
15 78 14 8 90.38 9.61 O 84.61 15.38 O 
26 26 52 22 17.30 69.23 13.46 56.41 25.64 1 
44 32 56 12 26.92 63.46 9.61 56.41 30.76 12.82 
47 34 42 24 46.15 44.23 9.61 71.79 23.07 5.12 

Answers in percentages 

A Beginners (N =50) 

B Intermediate (N ;::: 52) 

C - Advanced (N 39) 
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T ABLE 12. Object Exíractions 

A B 

p N 

4 47.05 29.41 23.52 58.82 29,41 11.76 15 la 
B 41.17 41.17 17.64 29.41 41.17 29,41 10 10 

12 58.82 35.29 5.88 47.05 35.29 17.64 20 

Answers in percontages 
A. - Beginmm; IN == 11) 

B .- Int9rm~diate (N == 11) 


C Advancsd (I\! 20) 


In addition, the resuIts for the object extractions were 
not good either. The three leveIs once more behaved alike. 
For sentences where the object was extracted from a relative 
c1ause (sentences 6 and 15), the subjects had no problems, 
in general. But when the object was extracted out of an 
embedded c1ause in an instance of awh-question, alllevels 
had difficulties3 . TabIe 11 shows the resuIts. 

This "bad" performance in the object extraction ina 
wh-question could help explain why the that-trace type 
of sentence was a180 a problem for the subjects. The 
explanation could be that learners have a problem with 
extractions from embedded c1auses in general (as 
1984, suggests in view of her results). In the case of the 
sentences in which the object was extracted in a wh-question, 
there is an additional complicating factor for the subjects 
with English as their LI. In Spanish, subject-verb inversion 
is optional4 . See the example: 

l.Qué libra cree Juan que María comprô? 
i, Qué libro cree J uan que comprô María? 

This might have been the cause of the subjects' difficulty 
with sentences 26, 44 and 47, where, besides an extraction 
out of an embedded clause, there is a subject-verb inversion, 
an option which English does not have. 

In order to test whether this inversion might be causing 
a probiem for sentences where the object was extracted, 
Le., whether there might be some LI influence or whether 
extracting from embedded clauses was a problem per se, 
I conducted a follow up study containing the exact sentences 
26, 44 and 47, but with no inversion in the embedded 
clause. See the resuIts on Table 12. 

All groups, in general, performed better this time. A 
chi-square test between the intermediate group performance 
in the experiment and in the follow up study showed 
that they behaved significantly differentIy in the two 
situations (X2 (2.N::: 51 & 156) 8.81,0.025 >p >0.01). 
The same was true for the beginners group 
( X2 (2,N:?: 51 & 150) ::: 5.65,0.06> P >0.05). This 
result suggests that structures l.vhere there is subject-verb 
inversion in embedded sentences indeed present difficulties 
for the leamer who has not yet been exposed sufficiently 
to the target language, a result in accordance with the 
result of sentence 38. Therefore, we may not say that 
bad performance in that-t sentences is caused onIy by 

with extraction, since the subjects did better in 
the follow up study. 

a correlation test showed that there is no 
correlation between individual answers for the three 
of sentences. A break down in leveIs of proficiency revealed 
no correlation among the types of sentences either. This 
means that if the subjects answered for type 
(missing subjects) they did not necessarily answered 
correctly for types n (free subject-verb inversíon) and IH 
Irn~Ili" ••Tr!l"p phenomena). Table 13 shows the results of this 

test (Pearson correlation coeficients) by leveIs of proficiency . 

TABLE 13. Correlation between oi' 

Sen tences Leve! 


0.44742 
1.00000 

Beginner$ (I\! 50) 

1.00000 

Intermediate (N ::: 52) 

Type 1 
Type II 

Type I11 

lU 

1.00000 

Advanced (N 39) 

CONCLUSION 

The results of this research show an interesting picture 
of the acquisition of the Pro-Drop Parameter by adult 
L2 learners. We started by assuming there is a cluster of 
praperties related to the parameter, namely, missing subjects, 

84 
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free subject-verb inversion and that~t phenomena. The 
Parameter, following Chomsky (1981a:257) ís: 

R ínay apply in the syntax 

hmguages accept this option ('R' being 
'Rule R', the "Affix-hopping" type of rule described in 
the introducüon to this papel') anel non-Pro-Drop languages 
do not have this mIe as an option in the syntax, but operate 
the mle in F.F (Phonological Form). In acquisition terms, 
accordíng to the the child, equipped with UG and 
exposed to a language like English, for example, sets the 
parameter as to fiot al10w (phonologically) null 
and subject-verb iI1version in declarative sentences. 

Assuming that when learning a second language the 
learner has some aceess to ue, I hypothesized that after 
being exposed to L2 data for some period of time, the 
learner would "know" that the ECP violation in the data 
was only apparent; the target language had a different 
setting for the parameter. Likewise, acquisition of one of 
the propertíes of the Pro-Orop Parameter should imply 
the aequisition of the other two properties related to that 
parameter. 

The results in this research disconfirm these 
hypotheses if we assume the formulation of the Pro~Drop 
Parameter stated above. Since there are other formulations, 
let us look at them and at the aequisitional data at hand. 

In the first plaee, it looks like the learners (at alI leveIs) 
recognize that a language like Spanish allows phonologieally 
null subjeets at surfaee structure. Therefore, they "know" 
the empty eategory in subjeet positíon is either somehow 
proper1y governed, or it is PRO. 

We do not get "good" results, though, when we look 
at the performance for the free subject-verb inversion type 
of sentenees. There is an improvement in the learners' 
performance as the leveI of profíeieney is higher. In the 
beginners group, for example, only 40% (in overall 
performance in the sentenees) accept sentences whith 
subject-yerb inversion. The intermediate group did sligh thy 
better, but their good performance was restrieted to 
nonembedded sentences containing an intransitive verbo 
The advanced group aecepted subjeet-verb inversion, but 
again, restrieted to nonembedded sentences eontaining an 
intransitive verb. 

As for the that~trace phenomena, the results showed 
that all leveIs are uncertain about the possibility of those 
sentenees in Spanish. The diffículty was not in the 
extraction from an embedded clause since, although the 
leamers performed badly in the experiment for the objecr 
extraetions too, they had better seores in the follow up 
study. Therefore, the picture we have is that that~trace 

structure really represents a problem for the learners. 
Although they do not completely reject the structure, 
they do noi completely accept it; they seemed to be 
uneertain about those constructionss . 

WHITE (1984, 1985a) arrived aí the conclusion that 
there is a problem of LI int~~ference when LI and L2 
have different parameter settings. White investigated the 

I 
I 

acquisition of the Pro-Drop Pararneter by native speakers 
of Spanish leaming English as a second language. As a 
controI group she used French native speakers learníng 
English as a second language is a non··Pro-Drop 
language). Since White's experiment represents the inverted 
situation of languages, it is interesting to compare her 
results with the results of my research. 

For subjects, V,,'hite reports that hel" beginners 
group 'UVas "Ómost inclined to missing in 

2liJd that there was 2l gradual in 
to the ungrammaticality of such 

sentences... " 1985a:53). In some instances, she 
had beginners wHh a 100% acceptanee of senteflces with 
mlSSl11g in lEnglish. l.eamers did not "know" that 
missing subjects are impossible in tensed matrix sentences 
in English. 

For sentences with subject-verb inversion White's 
results were "good", in the sense that there was a Iow 
acceptance of English sentences with subject-verb ínversion 
(even as low as 28%). There were no instances of subject
verb inversion in an embedded clause in WHITE (1985 a)'s 
study. In WHITE (1984), though, there were two instances 
of English sentences with subjeet-verb inversion in the 
embedded clause, and both showed a high leveI of rejection 
(91 % and 85%). Wíth these results, White concludes that 
this aspect of the Pro-Drop Parameter seemed to cause no 
problems for her subjects, suggesting that the two aspeets 
of the parameter, missing subjects and subject-verb inversion, 
do not go together. 

For the that-t structures, White also had "bad" results, 
and, interestingly, both for her experimental and contrpl 
groups. Her subjeets seemed to aecept that-t structures in 
English. White explains these results by suggesting that 
the structures in question may cause the Ieamer difficuItíes 
because "they involve embedded clauses and are thus 
more complex than the other sentenee types investigated ... " 
(WHITE, 1984:20). 

Clearly, White's resuIts are in a kind of "complementary 
distribution" with rrune, with respect to the two first 
properties of the Pro-Orop Parameter. Whíle my subjeets 
did well for the (embedded ar nonembedded) missíng 
subject types of sentenee, White's subjeets did badIy 
in the same situation. While White's subjects díd well for 
the (embedded or nonembedded) free subject-verb inversíon 
types of sentence, my subjects did badly for that kínd 
Jf strueture. On the other hand, for the that~t, the resuIts 
seemed to be the same for alI groups of L2 learners. This 
is an interesting picture and should lead to some conclusions 
as to the acquisition of the parameter. 

White claims there is transfer when the two languages 
have different settings of the parameter. In view of the 
results of my experiment as compared to her experiment 
I would like to consider another possibility. LI interference 
is not a good explanation anyway, since White's subjeets 
perforrned well for sentences with subject~verb inversion 
and my subjects performed well for sentences with missing 
subjects. Since English and Spanish differ with respect to 
both properties, this is not the expected result if we are to 
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c1aim LI interference. 
Since it is not possible to claim LI interference, we 

may postulate the adult learner has some access to UG an4 
the results are a reflex of that. But how can we say that, 
in view of the results apparent1y baffling? 

Consider the formulation ofthe Pro-DropParameter, by 
which the possibility for languages to have phonologica11y 
null subjects and to have free subject-verb Íllversion in 
dec1arative sentences follow from different parameters 
(HYAMS, 1983). Hyams proposes that the former is due to 
what she considers the- "Pro-Drop Parameter". and the latter 
follows from another parameter, whether "Rule R" has the 
option of applying in the syntax of a given language or noto 
Notice that if nnU subjects and subject-verb inversion do not 
follow from the samé parameter, then the results we have can 
be explained. Moreover, ifwe assume~ alongwith Hyams, that 
nuIr "wbjects is the initial the first hypothesis one 
makes about a Ianguage, or the unrnarked option, the 
results we have indicate that the adult second lanlgll:age 

learner has indeed some access to UG6
. My results are 

consistent with that hypothesis since a11 leveIs ptH·tOI·me~d 

well with respect to the subject type of sentence. 
White's results are consÍstent too, since the first nYPoltne:SlS 
her beginners group made about English is that it 
null subjects. Even White's control group, which corls1sted 
of French native French does not allow 
nu.ll subjects), considered sentences with missing o""n.,,,,,·t,,,,,,, 

grammatical (acceptance as as 60% in WHITE 
control group, beginners 

Moreover, if subject-verb inversion follows from a 
different parameter we should not expect a correlation 
between the results for the subject and free SUCt1eClc. 

verb inversion type of sentence, which, indeed I did not 
have nor did White's results she had. These results 
are a1so consistent with the assumption of learners 

some access to UG. Considering subject-verb inversion 
as not being the "initial state" (HYAMS, 
learners sh31l not have that structure in their initia} 
interlanguage grammar. This was exactly the results I had 
in my research: acceptance of subject-verb inversion was 
low in the beginners group and improved with level of 
proficiency. This was also the result White had in her 
research. All her subjects subject-verb inversion in "-'Uí""''''''''', 
this resuJt consisten t with the analysís 
here. 

As for the iliat-t 
there are other processes ln~irr.I,,(>rI 

not completely related to the parameter 

I would like to 

in 
a support for this conclusion we have the work by SOBIN 
(1986), in which another of the COMP-trace 
phenomena is advanced. AnotheI piece of evidence that 
shows that there is more to be .anôlysed in structures 
like this is the results WHITE 
natíve speakers (her 
constructions. 

In view of these nnawlgs, we conclude that we cannot 
anIy on the notion of "transfer" of parameter when 

dealing with L2 acquisition data. Although WHITE 

1985a) atributed to (negative) transfer the inability of her 
subjects to detect the ungrammaticality ofEnglish sentences 
with missing subjects and that-t structures, the picture is 
different when we look at the ãCquisition of the same 
structure with a different LI perspective. What seems 
at first sight as" an instarÍce of LI interference may be 
analysed as the result of the intermediate (in te rlanguage ) 
grammar of the leamer. And, most of alI, the hypothesis 
of accessibility of UG for adult L2 leamers is strongly 
suggested with the study 7 . 

NOTES 

1 The term Pro-Drop comes from the analysís of 
CHOMSKY and LASNIK (1977) of languages like Spanish, 
According to them, in such languages "an abstract feature 
[+ pro] can be generated in the base and no! filled 
by lexical insertion, thus there is no deletion of pre)flOflfiS' 

(p. 453). VVhat then, according to 
the mIe of Subject Deletion applies and hence the feature 
[+ pro] "drops". Since then, GB theory has 
and although the ruIe af Subject DeIetion has been t1.c'I''><rI-;arl 

the tefm has remained. 
20ne for this is the fact that 

eX1Do~;ed to a different l'vUvl1J!!l)": 

The fonner was 

was taught in 

3 This shows for extractíons 
suggesting, that wh-movement for questions may 
be a different mIe fram vvlh~movement for relative dauses 
(see 1978; 

'(b) María no sabe qué Juan corumr() 
María no sabe qué Juan. 
~María does not know what has boup)lt,' 

5lBut this is 31so the pictme for thi8 kind of s1ructure 
in the learners' LI. that 
ili.~rt·,e constmctions were or 

means 
have caused the uncertainties 
the present research. 

60ther studies 1978; 1983 
and also confirm this hypothesis. 

results here indirectly confirm the hypothesis 
since we have to look at one specific claim in the 
in order to have that evidence. the importance 
of the present consists also in the suggestion that, 
instead of one parameter with three different related 
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properties, we may have three different parameters. 
Although this is not a desirable solution in a theory that 
aims to achieve explanatory adequacy with minimum 
machinery, that is the picture we have when looking at 
empirical data. Further study in the area of acquisítion 
of parameterized grammars should be done in order to 
determine what parameters exist and which phenomena 
should be related to them. 

APPENDIX 
SENfENCES ON THE EXPERlMENT 

A) Madrid es una ciudad importante. 

B) El mesas es feas. 

e) i Qué estudia María? 

D) ÉI vivimos en Chicago. 

E) Gordo gato estamos allí. 

F) Mariel una blusa bonita. 

G) i Quién trabaja en la biblioteca? 

H) María piensa que Francisca compró una blusa. 

I) i, Qué compró Juan? 

J) i, Quién piensa Pedro que trabajó rnucho? 


1) La madre es muy bonita. 

2) Nosotros estudiar. 

3) (Quê libro cree María que cuesta mucho? 

4) Ahora él nieva. 

5) Yo hablé con María ayer. Está muy gorda. 

6) Este es ellibro que Juan compró. 

7) Yo estamos aquí. 

8) Hablaron las nifias por tres horas. 

9) El perro mató la serpiente. 


10) María una casa ayer. 

11) i,Qué film cree usted que es maIo? 

12) Yo pienso María tiene um libro. 

13) Hace mucho frío este inverno. 

14) i,Cuándo la casa yo compré en diciembre? 

15) Esta es la carta que Pedro escribió. 

16) i,Dónde está la casa? 

17) Los nifios bailó hoy. 

18) Ella escribe cartas para MigueL 

19) La madre soy Juana. 

20) l,Quién piensas tú que compró una blusa? 

21) EI hombre vive en .Lt03~Hl...a. 


22) i,Quién visita usted Juan y? 

23) Ayer apareció eI cometa. 

24) La nma está muy cansada porque trabajó mucho. 


25) EI nifto no habla mucho. 
26) i,Cuántos niftos piensa Pedro que tiene María? 
27) Yo compré una blusa parque él nieva. 
28) iCuándo bailaron las ninas? 
29) Nosotros la clase manana. 
30) Ayer estudió Juan la lección. 
31) EI diretor tiene 6 dólares. 
32) i.Cuál de los libros piensa usted que está en mi oficina? 
33) EI perro y el nino están contentos. 
34) Juan compré ayer. 
35) Ayer caminó Juan por eI parque. 
36) Juan habla espanol en su casa. 
37) Libro el este es. 
38) Pedro piensa que bailó la niffa ayer. 
39) l.Trabaja Juan todos los días? 
40) María piensa que hablamos 
41) Él visitó China a ver a María, y a Rosa. 
42) l,Qué novela cree Juan que es interesante? 
43) Esta es la niíía que habla '"'''1-'',........". 

44) i,Qué lección piensa Pedro que estudia María? 
45) Yo pienso que hace calor en California. 
46) EI hombre habIa con una buena. 
47) l.Qué piensa María que comió 
48) La agencia tiene oficinas. 
49) Juan cree María habla 
50) El hombre compró la casa. 

FOLWW UF QUESTIONNAIRE 

Section: ................................. Course: ............................... ,. .. 


Please circle the letter "P" if you think the sentence is 
POSSIBLE in Spanish, the letter Hf' if you think the 
sentence is IMPOSSIBLE in Spanish, and the letter "N" 
if you are NOT SURE. 

1) fuan hablamos mucho. P I N 
2) l.Quién trabaja en la biblioteca? P I N 
3) Chicago en María vive. P I N 
4) iQué Iección piensa María que Juan estudió? P I N 
5) La mujer compró un libra interessante. P I N 
6) i,Estudia María la lección? P I N 
7) Gordo gato es aquí. P I N 
8) lCuántos niffos piensa Pedro que María tiene? P I N 

9) El hombre caminó por el parque. P I N 
10) lEI perro el gato? P I N 
11) Juan está muy gordo. P I N 
12) t Qué piensa Miguel que María comió? P I N 

RESUMO 

Na teoria de Governo e Vinculação, assume-se que o ser humano é "equipado" com algumas estruturas inatas da ungua, 
a Gramática Universal (UG), a qual cOJ'Uém um conjunto de principios invioláveis e alguns pardmetros em os quais 
são fixados através da Um desses princípios universais é o Principio da Categoria Vazia (o ECP: Empty Category 
PrincipIe), o qual uma categoria vazia deve ser devidamente governada. Existem algumas línguas que parecem violar 
o ECP. Essas línguas apresentam algumas propriedades que a teoria coloca como parte de um parâmetro, o parâmetro Pro
Drop. A teoria de governo e vinculação refere-se a esse parâmetro como sendo um dos modos pelos quais as língu,as diferem 
entre si a diferença sendo, neste caso, com respeito à relação de governo entre sujeito e verbo, de modo que a violação do 
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! ECP'é apenas, aparente. Quando a criança, "equipada" com os prinClpws universais, cresce em contacto com uma Ungua 
como o inglês, tem o parâmetro fixado de modo a não permitir sujeitos (fonologicamente) nulos. O parrlmetro é fixado 
diferentemente se a criança cresce em contacto com uma Ungua que permite nulos. Uma questão interessante ocorre 
quando pensamos em pessoas que aprendem uma L2. Se a aquisição de uma L2. é um processo semelhante àaquisição de .,ma L1, 
como niuitos estudos parecem indicar, podemos assumir que a pessoa que aprende uma L2 tem algum acesso à UG. A presente 
pesquisa investiga essa questão. No caso de estudantes de espanhol cuja Ungua materna é o inglês, as hipóteses foram: a) se a pessoa 
que aprende uma L2 tiver algum acesso à depois de estar em contacto por algum tempo com a L2, "saberá" que há 
uma aparecente violação do ECP; b) a aquisição do parâmetro Pro-Drop deverá implicar na aquisição do gnJpO de ...~·.:nV'Dn 

dades relativas ao parâmetro. Neste experimento, pediu-se aos sujeitos que a gramaticalidade de sentenças que 
continham as propriedades do parâmetro e que aparentemente violamm o ECP. Os resultados sugerem acessibilidade da 
UG para adultos que aprendem uma quando uma especifica da teoria é considerada . 

..... rH."~1h~r< Aqi~ílslcao de 2a. . Sintaxe; Teoria do (U'l)LJ>'""n e Vlr;IClA!/al~'U('J • 
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